
Part 5 - True Constitution Petitions 

 

INVOCATION:  Thou Mighty Consuming Flame of God ‘I AM’!  Send Us the Choirs Of the 
Angelic Realms to help Raise Us Higher in Resonance and Light Quotient.  Open the 
Heart of every one of God’s Messengers, so they may go forth to Direct Their Service 
and Energy for the Blessing of mankind, so they May Pass Every Test!  Fill Us with Your 
Mighty Radiance Affording Us Divine Power and Strength, Enabling Us to Persist, to 
Follow Through and Stand Forth with the Spiritual Principles in Our daily lives, 
regardless of any Tests.  Beloved Mighty Presence, Infinite Love, Enfold all of mankind 
in Your Loving Grace, Giving Every Assistance that is Permissible.  Strengthen Us to 
Stand Unwaveringly in the Light and with the Face of Divine Truth, to Wield the Violet 
Transforming Flame to Fully Remove from the Planet all things Less Than God.  Beloved 
‘I AM’ Presence Your Great Qualification for Divine Intelligence and Rightful 
Application to Lift Us Higher Into God Life.  Mighty ‘I AM’ Presence, The Heart of God, 
Bring Forth Ideas and Accomplishments which have Never been brought into this Earth 
Evolution Before for Us and Guide Us in How to Implement and Make them Manifest. 

THE ELEMENTAL GRACE ALLIANCE COUNCIL, THE HUMAN CONTINGENCY: - This morning as 
this Part 4 was being contemplated, a Silence descended where the question was asked, so 
what can we share in this Closing Discourse that would provide the greatest impact upon 
those Dear Human Souls who may join this Mighty ‘True Constitution’ and ‘I AM’ One World 
Nation?  Just a few moments later another EGA Dear Soul shared that she had been Guided 
to share something this morning!  That sharing was from Our Beloved Master Djwhal Khul, 
Who is One of Our most Communicative and Obliging Sponsors within the Elemental Grace 
Alliance Council and the Sun of Even Pressure Council.  So, without further ado, that reading 
is included here.  And all those Masters Who offer their Guidance and Support, We Give Praise 
and deep Gratitude for every step of the way and for the lessons we receive with such Love, 
Wisdom, Understanding and Patience.  God Bless You All!  Your Presences’ are ever 
Welcomed and Appreciated! 

In the Book, ‘A Treatise On White Magic Or The Way Of The Disciple’ By Alice A.  Bailey 
Copyright © 1951 By Lucis Trust Copyright © Renewed 1979 By Lucis Trust, Beloved Master 
Djwhal Khul shares this with us that we can interpret as totally related to this ‘True 
Constitution’.  And for we are Grateful!  We also Acknowledge and Understand that this 
Discourse from Master DK was given some 65 years ago and through many other Masters and 
Teachings of recent years much has moved forward since then, yet the Truths within His 
Words remain unchanged, even to this day! 

What lies ahead in the immediate future for the group? 

First of all, a preliminary period of emergence into the public consciousness and thus of making 
its presence felt.  This will be done through the steady communication of the new ideals and 
the constant emphasis laid upon the essential oneness of all humanity.  It will be the result of 
the uniformity and inclusiveness of the note sounded by one here and another there.  During 



this stage there must be no hurried work and no precipitate action of any kind.  The growth of 
the group and of its ideas will be slow and sure.  The group exists already.  It has not to be 
formed and organised and there is therefore for none of you the assuming of any sense of 
responsibility nor the organising of any activity desired to lure these disciples, who have 
chosen thus to work subjectively, into publicity.  Such are not the methods approved by the 
Elder Brothers of the race, nor is it the way that They Themselves work. 

Know each of you for yourselves whether you stand for the new position, the new attitude 
towards work and for the subjective method.  Decide once and for all whether you prefer to 
work in the old exoteric ambitious manner, building and vitalising an organisation and so 
producing all the mechanism which goes with such a method of work.  Remember that such 
groups are still greatly needed and are useful.  It is not yet the new age and the little ones 
must not be left exposed to the new forces, nor turned out bereft of the nursery to which they 
naturally belong.  Should the new mode of work appeal to you, see to it that the personality is 
subordinated, that the life of meditation is kept paramount in importance, that sensitivity to 
the subjective realm is cultivated and any necessary outer activities are handled from within 
outwards.  Avoid a purely mystical introspection or its opposite extreme, an over-emphasised 
organising spirit, remembering that a life of truly occult meditation must inevitably produce 
outer happenings, but that these objective results are produced by an inner growth and not 
by an outer activity.  An ancient Scripture teaches this truth in the following terms: 

When the sun progresses into the mansion of the serving man, the way of life takes the place 
of the way of work.  Then the tree of life grows until its branches shelter all the sons of men.  
The building of the Temple and the carrying of the stones cease.  The growing trees are seen; 
the buildings disappear.  Let the sun pass into its appointed place and in this day and 
generation attend ye to the roots of growth. 

Little groups will spring up here and there whose members respond to the new note and whose 
growth into the world group will be watched over by one or more working disciples.  But these 
latter do not organise the groups; they grow as a man in this place and another in that place 
awakens to the new vision or comes into incarnation in order to take his place in the work and 
bring in the new era.  These groups will demonstrate no sense of separateness; they will be 
unaware of personal or of group ambition; they will recognise their unity with all that exists 
and will stand before the world as examples of pure living, constructive building, creative 
activity subordinated to the general purpose, beauty and inclusiveness.  Perhaps in the early 
stages of integration, the words friendliness and cooperativeness best describe them.  They 
are not interested in dogmas or doctrines and have no shibboleths (a custom, principle, or 
belief distinguishing a particular class or group of people, especially a long-standing one 
regarded as outmoded or no longer important).  Their outstanding characteristic will lie in 
individual and group freedom from a non-critical spirit.  This non-criticism will not grow out of 
an inability to see error, or failure to measure up to an idea; falsity, impurity and weakness 
will be recognised for what they are, but when noted will only serve to evoke a loving 
helpfulness. 

Little by little these groups will come to know each other and to meet with one another at set 
times and places.  They will come to these mutual conferences with no desire to impress one 
another and with no thought of relative numerical strength; they will demonstrate no 
ambition to increase their ranks.  How should they when they know themselves all to be 



members of the one world Group?  They have no teaching to give of a doctrinal nature and 
will not seek to demonstrate learning.  They will meet solely to discuss modes of world 
helpfulness, the formation of a platform so universal and composed of such basic truths that 
it can be presented under all the varying methods and utilise the many terminologies. 

They will endeavour to employ each other's terms and to familiarise themselves with each 
other's approach to reality and symbology.  Little by little also the special contribution and 
note of each group will be recognised and where a need exists for just that special approach 
and the particular note or method of interpretation in any part of the world, there will be an 
immediate and united impulse to facilitate the work that that special group could do in that 
place. 

These groups, with the one subjective group of conscious living souls behind them, will be too 
busy with world service and interests to waste time on trifling nonessentials.  They will not 
have the time to play around with group names and insignia and badges and the technicalities 
of fraternities when they meet together.  World needs, world opportunities and the rapid 
development of the consciousness of mankind and the initiation of humanity into the spiritual 
realities will so engross their attention that they will have no interest in purely physical plane 
arrangements, nor in laying the emphasis upon their own personal growth.  They will be well 
aware that response to world need in service and the life of focussed meditation will promote 
their growth.  Their eyes are not upon themselves, upon their own good characters, or upon 
their individual accomplishments. 

Later as a result of their telepathic relationship and their united conferences, there may 
emerge certain esoteric groups and schools for development in order more rapidly to equip 
them for world service.  In these schools’ modes of meditation, the intensification of vibration 
and the laws of the universe will be taught and the right use of colour and of sound.  But all 
will be subordinated to the idea of service and the uplift of humanity.  Also, the schools 
referred to in Letters on Occult Meditation will gradually come into being.  But what use is it 
for me to forecast the future in more explicit terms and hold out a picture of an intriguing 
quality when at the present time the integration of the group of world mystics and its close 
welding is not an accomplished fact? 

World unity, brotherhood in its true sense, the growth of telepathic interplay, the elimination 
of the non-essentials which serve to separate the thoughts of men and bring about 
separateness on the physical plane and the laying of a true emphasis upon the fundamentals 
of the Ageless Wisdom, the manifestation of a true understanding, the bringing about of at-
one-ment with the soul, the recognition of those who belong to the group of world Saviours—
this is the immediate work to be done and this must engross your attention. 

This and this alone warrant the expenditure of all that any of you have to give—love and life, 
time and money.  This and this alone justifies your existence and calls forth from all of you who 
respond to the vision that utter self-sacrifice which is so rare and so far-reaching in its effects.  
The casting of all that one has at the feet of the Lord of Life in order that the work of world 
salvage may go forward, the elimination out of one's life of all that can possibly hinder, the 
giving of all that one has until it hurts to give, the ruling of one's life on the basis of surrender, 
asking oneself all the time:  What can I relinquish in order that I may help more adequately? 



That and more than that lies ahead of all of you who hear the call and respond to the need 
and opportunity. 

Let me tell you this—this group now in process of becoming, will in time develop its own ‘yoga’ 
and school of training which will gradually supersede that of the raja yoga and bhakti yoga 
schools.  The method of training will only be given to those who have trained the mind and 
learnt to control the emotions.  Hence the key to what is now going on.  The mode of training 
will be no easy short cut to the goal.  Only the intelligent can attain it and only coordinated 
personalities will be eligible to the teaching.  The keynote of the new yoga will be synthesis; 
its objective will be conscious development of the intuitive faculty.  This development will fall 
into two categories: first, the development of the intuition and of true spiritual perception and 
secondly, the trained utilisation of the mind as an interpreting agent. 

In the book Agni Yoga, some of the teaching to be given has filtered through but only from the 
angle of the will aspect.  No book has as yet made its appearance which gives in any form 
whatsoever the ‘yoga of synthesis’.  We have had ‘bhakti yoga’ or union through devotion.  
Raja Yoga is now receiving emphasis, which is union through the mind.  It sounds like a 
redundancy to speak of union through synthesis, but it is not so.  It is union through 
identification with the whole—not union through realisation or through vision.  Mark well this 
distinction, for it holds the secret of the next step for the personalities of the race.  The 
Bhagavad Gita gives us primarily the key to the yoga of devotion.   

Patanjali teaches us the yoga of the mind.  In the Gospel story we have the portrayal of 
realisation, but the key or the secret of identification is still withheld.  It lies in the custody of 
a few in this integrating group of mystics and knowers and will be brought out into 
manifestation in the furnace of their individual experience and thus given to the world.  But 
the time is not yet.  The group must grow in strength and knowledge and in intuitive 
perception. 

You ask me:  What keeps a man from becoming a member of such a group?  I tell you with 
emphasis that four things only keep a man from affiliation. 

First:  an uncoordinated personality.  This involves necessarily an untrained mind and a 
feeble intellect. 

Second:  a sense of separateness, of distinction and of being set apart or different from 
one's fellow men. 

Third:  the possession of a creed.  No matter how good a formula of beliefs it may be, it 
inevitably produces exclusiveness.  It bars some out. 

Fourth:  pride and ambition.  You ask again:  How shall one qualify?  The rules are simple 
and are three in number.   

1. Learn to practice harmlessness.  Self or any other person or creature.   
2. Desire nothing for the separated self and  
3. Look for the sign of divinity in all.  Three simple rules, but very hard to accomplish. 

 



Behind this group of mystics, which includes thinkers in every department of human thought 
(let me reiterate the word thinkers and of human knowledge stands the Hierarchy of Masters 
and in between these two groups also stand a band of teachers, of whom I am one.  These act 
as intermediaries and as transmitters of energy.  May I repeat and beg you to attend, that this 
group which is slowly forming is gathered out of every imaginable group of thinking and 
intelligent men.  As yet and this may surprise a few, there are not very many occultists (so-
called) among them. 

This is due to the fact that the occultists are numerically few in relation to the masses of 
humanity and also to their tendency to be sectarian, exclusive and self-righteous.  Selfless 
humanitarian workers are there; political leaders and economists and scientific workers in the 
world's laboratories are also there; churchmen and religious adherents from all the world 
religions are there and the practical mystics and a few occultists.  The true occultist is rare. 

The group is and will be kept entirely subjective.  Its members are linked telepathically, or they 
recognise each other through the quality of the work they are doing in the outer world and 
the inclusiveness of the note they sound.  It is inspired from above by the souls of its members 
and the Great Ones and is energised into activity by the need of humanity itself.  It is composed 
of living conscious souls, working through coordinated personalities.  Its symbol is a golden 
triangle enclosing an even-armed Cross with one diamond at the apex of the triangle.  This 
symbol is never reproduced in form at all.  It shines above the heads of all who are in the group 
and cannot be seen by anyone (not even a clairvoyant) except a group member and then only 
if—for purposes of work—his recognition needs stimulation.  The motto of the group is The 
Glory Of The One.  End Excerpt 

Beloved and Esteemed God Beings, Masters and Members of this Elemental Grace Alliance 
Council, herein Watching and Listening, we tell You that we have made a grave error in our 
assumption that this Petition was needed by us, to ask for Divine Permission to Ground and 
Implement the ‘True Constitution’!  It is obvious now to us, that the Petition for this New 
‘True Constitution’ was Granted its Dispensation, probably around 80 years ago within the 
Chambers of Shamballa and it is just that we the Dear Humans, through our Devoted Service 
to this Divine God Plan, mis-interpreted this need.  Is it simply Our responses to such a Plan 
whereby we have needed to Prove Ourselves of Our Devotion and Commitment and receiving 
such Grace to be able to Interpret such an Original Design?   

Is this Representation of the Original Plan Design or Template that is now before the Karmic 
Board of Directors in its Individualize Expression by unascended human beings, sufficiently 
accurate in its Manifested Form Presentation to what the Original Ideal Impression were 
given to us since the Inauguration of the Elemental Grace Alliance? 

Right now, through lack of Greater Awareness we can say, in all honesty, that ‘This Is Not a 
Petition’, not the one intended at least!  Perhaps we can determine another perspective 
through these Discourses that will help humanity remove further, certain obstacles that 
continue to suspend, misdirect and hold human progress, individual and group, in a continued 
abeyance of Higher Truth, where that, which is Spiritual, is not yet Fully Embraced, Used, 
Desired or has sufficient Appetite? 



Another question has risen, ‘Is there another Petition awaiting in the Ethers to help reform 
the Cosmic Laws in Light of what has transpired? 

So, if This Is Not A Petition, perchance it is another Divine Opportunity for something else 
that is presently awaiting humanity within the Buddhic Sphere and Ethers that could pave 
the way for even Greater Things to come? 

With Deep Sincerity these thoughts come to mind. 

• In the Discourse ‘3 ENACA Petition Explosion of Consciousness Maha Chohan 
20190718’, Our Beloved Maha Chohan brought to our attention the potential of giving 
a certain amount of Proof of the Work that human does that up until now may not be 
seen by us.  Many times, the Masters have said to us, ‘the world is changing but as 
yet, you are unable to see the result due to your levels of human consciousness’.  
Although The Maha Chohan was referring in this Discourse, to another subject matter, 
could the same not be said for many things that world groups are presently doing for 
and on behalf of mankind.  He Said, 
“To close now, with all that I have shared above, I wish to speak very briefly of the 
matter at hand whose focus is the clean-up of nuclear and chemical imbalances.  We 
can now enter into the deeper Action the Law permits, upon Us! 

“I respond with a question or two. 

“Would humanity not benefit in the long term to see that their efforts in cleaning up a 
certain amount of such things as Nuclear fallout, radio-active contamination or 
chemical destruction? 

“Would humanity not be inspired to stretch their rubber bands to breaking point, if 
they saw with their own eyes that their Invocations and Decrees were actually making 
a difference? 

“This is possible today as the Elemental Grace Alliance has been Granted the 
Dispensations that warrant such clean-ups and who on the behalf of humanity have 
honoured the Cosmic Laws to open the floodgates to pass beyond the barriers of non-
compliance by human beings in general.”  End Excerpt 

• Nuclear waste clean-up is one thing;  however the question is asked, how could 
Shamballa, Hierarchy or Humanity show proof of the final ‘True Constitution’, in a way 
that could Create a Physical Seal of Approval and not just Impressions through the 
human consciousness?  It was Beloved Lady Portia who said in her Discourse in the 
same Series (4 ENACA Trust Must Be Earned Lady Portia 20190809). 
“Beloved Ones remember the Law of Cosmic Justice, that says, no Soul can be denied 
Opportunity When That Soul Asks For It!  No unascended group of lifestreams can be 
denied any Opportunity to render any Service (even the seemingly most fantastic), If 
They Ask For It.  We have given you Opportunity and you have Accepted it.  The Service 
which has been rendered to both those who have passed through the change called 
death, passed through the challenges of life to place them before their own ‘I AM’ 
Presence, as well as those who are coming into embodiment, is the proof of what 
Opportunity can do when it is Accepted in a firm hand-clasp of Divine Obedience to 



Their Own ‘I AM’ Presence and Those of the Higher Realms in Brotherhood and 
Sisterhood.”  End Excerpt. 

Is this one of those Opportunities? 

Speaking of Beloved Lady Portia, may we ask this Question?  In Discourse (9 ENACA Petition 
Guest Speaker Digital Libraries Of Consciousness Lord Jesus 20190803).  Lord Jesus shared this 
with us, 
 

“The New Children upon the Planet cannot afford to be corralled within any mightier 
deceptions of false power and limitations.  This single choice alone can place the 
Evolution of Humanity here on Planet Earth back into their ‘Natural Time Cell’, but also 
as Beloved Myra has shared with you, it will allow for the complete dissolution of time 
so that humanity as a New Species of the Adam/Lilith Kadmon Race, will fulfil its Own 
Destiny to Live in the Perfected State of the Now Moment expressing the ‘I AM’ 
Presence within EVERY Pulse of Life Choice! 

“Now remember, ‘I AM’ an Authority to the Earth as one of the Chohans and the 
Chohan of the Golden Ray.  Your Beloved Saint Germain is an Authority to the Earth, 
as is the Great Goddess of Justice Who will shortly take Her Hand in International 
Affairs and reveal what God’s Justice to Life means and reveal that to man.   

“The ignorance of mankind must be consumed, My Dear Ones; and their denial and 
defiance of the Cosmic Beings Who have Created this World and Who are the 
Redeemers of this World and Who are the Sustainers of this World, are no longer to be 
denied by human beings who are bound in the darkness of their own mistakes.   

“I want you to know that, so you can face the future with the Authority of Eternity, 
with the Power of the Great Command, with the Love of God’s Heart and with Freedom 
to Life.”  End Excerpt. 

Is it possible that The Divine Clemency Dispensation, that of One-Third Participation having 
been received by the EGA, that this ‘True Constitution’ could offer a Doorway for you to come 
forth in a way only you will Know?  That Doorway that the Great Divine Director explained in 
the previous Part 3? 

“Your consciousness is heavy with limitation.  It is heavy with the interpretations which 
you yourselves have given to your experiences.  It has yet to Realize that Alignment 
which supersedes any possibility of interference insofar as the working out of the Plan 
is concerned.  The Hierarchy, the Light of Wisdom, the Light of Understanding, the Light 
of Love, Over Lights humanity today and Seeks Entry into the three worlds, yet it Seeks 
a Doorway through which it can enter into the three worlds of human endeavour.  That 
Doorway will be a Group - a Group whose Consciousness is so Completely Aligned with 
the Plan that such things as human frailty, human mistakes, though they be made, 
cannot interfere with the Building of that Doorway.”  End Excerpt. 

• Finally, the Karmic Board of Directors as does all the Masters and other Divine 
Intelligences know that at this time the Elemental Grace Alliance human Membership 
is relatively divided and that the Core Nucleus remains as a Group of less than 10.  You 



will know also that we have given great import and conscious considerations as to how 
to support the Growth and Development of the Second Group.  Over the next day or 
so, an intensive movement is being Initiated toward a Greater Group Awareness of 
the Laws of Group Life.  Once the response has been received and the ‘True 
Constitution’ if agreed to go ahead on the 17th September 2020, the EGA shall then 
need greater physical resources to apply itself in all directions outlined in all 4 Petition 
Discourses.  Is there another Opportunity here for Greater Service to Humanity in 
these New Endeavours throughout the World? 

 
We the Elemental Grace Alliance Ask for All these things, but Only in Accordance with God’s 
Will and that which the Cosmic Laws shall allow.  And So It Is! 
 
Beloved and Esteemed God Beings of the Light of Our Father and Mother, we now step back, 
having presented everything to the Karmic Board of Directors to deliberate upon the words 
shared throughout this ‘True Constitution’ Entreaty to proceed or not. 
May We share this Benediction with Humility, Reverence and Joy to be Human Beings, 
Entrusted with such Deep and Everlasting Responsibilities to Serve God, Humanity, The 
Elements, Elementals, Devas and Angelic Host and All of God Life throughout this World, Solar 
System, Galaxy, Universe, Cosmos and Beyond!  Honour, Humility, Joy and Sheer Divine 
Blessings are more than words could ever define at this moment! 

Thank you for Listening and we look forward to your Response or Responses after your 
Deliberations in due course. 

‘I AM’ That ‘I AM’, Here and There for  

‘The Glory of The One’ - ‘Gloria De Deo Uno’ 

BENEDICTION:  Omnipresent, Omnipotent, Almighty Creator, You Are Our Life Force 
Energy, Our Divine Source of Love, Wisdom and Power, Whose Three-Fold Flame 
Illumines Our Mind, Strengthens Our Resolve and Enlivens Our Hearts.  We Are Open 
to Change For the Benefit of Ourselves and For the Good of the Whole.  We Lovingly 
Embrace the Truth of Who We Truly Are As Light.  We Are So Grateful For the 
Unconditional Love and Assistance We Are Given as We Unfold Into the Knowledge 
That We Are Here To Create Through Divine Alchemy So We May Better Fulfil Our 
Service to Ourselves and Humanity.  We Surrender the Divine Plans for Our Individual 
Lives and Group Life On the Sacred Altar of Light, In Our Inner Temple so That All Life 
May Be Perfectly Energized By the Radiations of Divine Will.  

‘I AM’ THAT ‘I ‘AM’, ‘I AM’ THAT ‘I ‘AM’, ‘I AM’ THAT ‘I ‘AM’!  

Finished - 13:31  1st September 2020 - Newark On Trent 

 


